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The War in the 21st Century
Shoichi KUSANO
 Key currency is based on the global financial system. National security is 
closely connected to the global financial system. Emergence of nuclear weapons 
appears to have brought an end to the Inter State Industrial War. Due to the 
advancement of global economic system, nations have come to depend on each 
other economically increasingly. The strong economic dependency has made 
nations more vulnerable and alarmed against other nations. At the same time, 
nations have come to mistrust one another further and the national budget for 
military and arms have increased. On the other hand, unconventional wars 
targeting non-state actors emerged. Especially since the end of Cold war, the 
unconventional wars have frequently arisen. The increase of failed states seems to 
relate to the cause of these wars. Domestic wars and conflicts are instigated and 
terrorists are fostered and harbored in failed states. Terrorism is a menace to 
humanity, as terrorists are infesting globally and potentially gaining their access to 
weapons of mass destruction. Terrorists are responsible for the shift of the war 
style. They have replaced the traditional platform war with the global network war. 
Radicals in the rouge states with nuclear weapons are threatening other nations and 
states, aggressively engaging in cyber wars. This has come to torment the world 
greatly. Revisionist states are pressured to increase the possession of their nuclear 
weapons. They eagerly participate in the cyber warfare. Global arm race among 
nations in an attempt to win supremacy over other states has been heated and 
reached the point to exploit the aero space, the ultimate control highland.
